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Salutations
everybody!
When I was first approached to be the Editor of This Publication; I thought just as everyone else at ISHTAR
did, that this would be just another newsletter. But in the first few days of beginning work, it immediately
occurred to me that there was more going on here. There was simply too much to say, more than what is
usually in most organizational newsletters. It also occurred to me that who we are as ISHTAR MSM, our
scope of work and our objectives could not be squeezed down to just a newsletter. So this is the official first
issue of the ISHTAR LIVING magazine. It started as an idea, a need to come clean and now here we are,
right where we should be in your arms.
The main objective of having taking the next step into the world of print is no doubt so that we can reach
all our members and the community at large at the most comfortable comprehensible level. Finally you can
carry us around with you everywhere.
in this introductory issue; we shall officially be introducing ISHTAR-MSM to you. Letting you know
exactly what kind of organization we are, what we do and why we need you. Most importantly, what are
ISHTAR’s aims and objectives? Who runs ISHTAR and who facilitates the actual being and day to day
running of the organization?
There is a lot that is left unsaid when the term ‘gay’ is mentioned. In this issue we shall be going beyond
words to prove that there is more to ‘the homosexual’. It is about an individual rather than who the
individual sleeps with and what they do in the privacy of their bedroom. It is about the lifestyle that comes
with being gay. In this issue we finally hope to put a stop to all the stereotypes and myths. May facts precede
freedom.
To enhance the lifestyle of all the MSM reading this; check out our fashion pages for the latest and most
chic men’s wear.
Chill, relax, get informed and very entertained. Be free!
May freedom rule.
jEFFREY MOSES, Editor

Message from the
director
A deep sense of joy and gratitude fills my heart as I pen down this letter to you. This
first newsletter is a testament to the steps towards further improvement leading to
the growth of our organization.
The biggest inspiration behind this objective is the need to be accountable to our
members; who really are our most important stakeholders. It is our responsibility to
inform you on the intricacies involved in the running of the organization.
At Ishtar we are committed more than ever to heightening our efforts in campaigning
for the sexual health rights and social well being of all MSM in Kenya. All the activities
from the previous year gone by till now- many of which have been documented
herein- allude to this.
On an administrative level; we are currently under taking several transformative
procedures that will see us advancing from a CBO to an established, donor
compliant NGO. This is a process that will call on the input of many a specialists,
but the final product will require the seal of all the stakeholders. Our reason for
status-expansion is the rapid growth in not only our networks but responsibilities,
which currently stretch further than our head quarters.
The Ishtar team is composed of highly dynamic individuals all with a passion for
justice and the recognition and endowment of human rights. I have to applaud
them for their will power and dedication, because as those in the Activism arena
can attest to; it is not easy giving most of your time as a volunteer, in a country and
environment whereby the conditions are not very favorable to the message being
carried by LGBTI activists.
After all is said and done; it all boils down to you; our most valued and respected
stake holder. You determine the nature of all our activities. I am proud that we
are taking on the right steps to ensure that you are protected and well catered
for when it comes to your health care requirements. For instance; every time you
have the need for condoms and lubricants; please stop by our offices and pick as
many as you need. We have them especially scented and flavored to enrich your
lovemaking experiences.
The war is far from being won. The work only grows more and more strenuous by
the day. But we find motivation from the truth that the goals and objectives we
set out to achieve have only started seeing the light of day. Finally we are getting
recognition from the people who have the power and opportunities to make a
difference in how we are perceived in society and the nature of our day to day
to lives. We shall continue to let integrity, hard work and perseverance guide our
quest to attain the ultimate in MSM Sexual health rights and social wellbeing.

Peter Njane

The Goddess Ishtar
Ishtar is the Assyrian and Babylonian goddess of love,
sex, fertility and war. Ishtar was above all associated
with sexuality. Her cult involved sacred prostitution.
Her holy city was Uruk and was referred to as the
‘town of the sacred courtesans.’ She herself was
courtesan to the gods. Ishtar had many lovers as
Guirand notes,
“Woe to him whom Ishtar had honored! The fickle
goddess treated her passing lovers cruelly, and the
unhappy wretches usually paid dearly for the favors
heaped on them. Animals, enslaved by love, lost their
native vigor: they fell into traps laid by men or were
domesticated by them. ‘Thou has loved the lion,
mighty in strength’, says the hero Gilgamesh
to Ishtar, ‘and thou hast dug for him seven
and seven pits! Thou hast loved the steed,
proud in battle, and destined him for the
halter, the goad and the whip’
Even for the gods Ishtar’s love was
fatal. In her youth the goddess had
loved Tammuz, god of the harvest,
and—if one is to believe Gilgamesh—this
love caused the death of Tammuz
Ishtar was the daughter of Sin or Anu.
She was particularly worshiped in the
Assyrian cities of Nineveh and
Arbela.

Besides the lions on her gate, her signs also include the
eight pointed star. In the Babylonian pantheon, she “was
the divine personification of the planet Venus.
One of the most famous myths [4] about Ishtar
describes her descent to the underworld. In this myth,
Ishtar approaches the gates of the underworld and
demands that the gatekeeper open them:
If thou opens not the gate to let me enter,
I will break the door, I will wrench the lock,
I will smash the door-posts, I will force the
doors.
I will bring up the dead to eat the living.
And the dead will outnumber the living.
The gatekeeper hurried to tell Ereshkigal,
the Queen of the Underworld. Ereshkigal told
the gatekeeper to let Ishtar enter, but
“according to the ancient decree”.
The gatekeeper lets
Ishtar into the
underworld,
opening one
gate at a time.
At each gate, Ishtar
has to shed one
article of clothing.
7

When she finally passes the seventh gate, she is naked.
In rage, Ishtar throws herself at Ereshkigal, but Ereshkigal
orders her servant Namtar to imprison Ishtar and unleash sixty
diseases against her.
After Ishtar descends to the underworld, all sexual activity
ceases on earth. The god Papsukal reports the situation to Ea,
the king of the gods. Ea creates an intersex creature called
Asu-shu-namir and sends him-her to Ereshkigal, telling himher to invoke “the name of the great gods” against her and
to ask for the bag containing the waters of life. Ereshkigal is
enraged when she hears Asu-shu-namir’s demand, but she
has to give him-her the water of life. Asu-shu-namir sprinkles
Ishtar with this water, reviving her. Then Ishtar passes back
through the seven gates, getting one article of clothing back
at each gate, and is fully clothed as she exits the last gate.
Here there is a break in the text of the myth. The text
resumes with the following lines:
If she (Ishtar) will not grant thee her release,
To Tammuz, the lover of her youth,
Pour out pure waters, pour out fine oil;
with a festival garment deck him that he may play on the
flute of lapis lazuli,
that the votaries may cheer his liver. [His spirit]
Belili [sister of Tammuz] had gathered the treasure,
with precious stones filled her bosom.
When Belili heard the lament of her brother, she dropped her
treasure,
she scattered the precious stones before her,
“Oh, my only brother, do not let me perish!
On the day when Tammuz plays for me on the flute of lapis
lazuli, playing it for me with the porphyry ring.
Together with him, play ye for me, you weepers and
lamenting women!
That the dead may rise up and inhale the incense.”
Formerly, scholars [2] [5] believed that the myth of Ishtar’s
descent took place after the death of Ishtar’s lover, Tammuz:
they thought Ishtar had gone to the underworld to rescue
Tammuz. However, the discovery of a corresponding myth
[6] about Inanna, the Sumerian counterpart of Ishtar, has
thrown some light on the myth of Ishtar’s descent, including
its somewhat enigmatic ending lines. According to the Inanna
myth, Inanna can only return from the underworld if she sends
someone back in her place. Demons go with her to make
sure she sends someone back. However, each time Inanna
runs into someone, she finds him to be a friend and lets him
go free. When she finally reaches her home, she finds her
husband Dumuzi (Babylonian Tammuz) seated on his throne,
not mourning her at all. In anger, Inanna has the demons take
Dumuzi back to the underworld as her replacement. Dumuzi’s
sister Geshtinanna is grief-stricken and volunteers to spend
half the year in the underworld, during which time Dumuzi
can go free. The Ishtar myth presumably has a comparable
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ending, Belili being the Babylonian equivalent of Geshtinanna.
[7]
The Epic of Gilgamesh contains an episode involving Ishtar
which portrays her as bad-tempered, petulant and spoiled by
her father.
She asks the hero Gilgamesh to marry her, but he refuses,
citing the fate that has befallen all her many lovers:
Listen to me while I tell the tale of your lovers. There was
Tammuz, the lover of your youth, for him you decreed
wailing, year after year. You loved the many-colored roller,
but still you struck and broke his wing [...] you have loved
the lion tremendous in strength: seven pits you dug for him,
and seven. You have loved the stallion magnificent in battle,
and for him you decreed the whip and spur and a thong [...]
you have loved the shepherd of the flock; he made mealcake for you day after day, he killed kids for your sake. You
struck and turned him into a wolf; now his own herd-boys
chase him away; his own hounds worry his flanks. Angered by
Gilgamesh’s refusal, Ishtar goes up to heaven and complains
to her father the high god Anu that Gilgamesh has insulted
her. She demands that Anu give her the Bull of Heaven. Anu
points out that it was her fault for provoking Gilgamesh, but
she warns that if he refuses, she will do exactly what she told
the gatekeeper of the underworld she would do if he didn’t
let her in:
If you refuse to give me the Bull of Heaven [then] I will
break in the doors of hell and smash the bolts; there will be
confusion [i.e., mixing] of people, those above with those
from the lower depths. I shall bring up the dead to eat food
like the living; and the hosts of the dead will outnumber the
living.”
Anu gives Ishtar the Bull of Heaven, and Ishtar sends it to
attack Gilgamesh and his friend Enkidu. Gilgamesh and Enkidu
kill the Bull and offer its heart to the sun-god Shamash.
While Gilgamesh and Enkidu are resting, Ishtar stands upon
the walls of the city (which is Uruk) and curses Gilgamesh.
Enkidu tears off the Bull’s right thigh and throws it in Ishtar’s
face, saying, “If I could lay my hands on you, it is this I should
do to you, and lash your entrails to your side.” Then Ishtar
called together “her people, the dancing and singing girls,
the prostitutes of the temple, the courtesans, and had them
mourn for the Bull of Heaven.
Ishtar is said to wake up a virgin every morning and to sleep a
whore every night.
Ishtar was life itself, which leads to death and to a new birth.
And who denies sex denies life, who denies death denies life,
and such a one will find neither life joyful, nor death easy.
She is a go-getter, never taking no for an answer. Her fiery
persona sheds light especially for prostitutes and lovers.

OUR PARTNERS
Ishtar would have made it thus far had it not been for our friends and partners.
Our support and donations, financial and otherwise come from various well-wishers who all desire
to see an improvement in the fight for equality, justice and development.

LIVERPOOL Voluntary Counseling and Testing
Centre [LVCT]
Founded in 1997, LVCT was created to spearhead the
need for Voluntary Counseling and Testing in Kenya. It
is them that first stumbled upon the fact that health
providers determining the national health strategic plan
had left out a vulnerable and marginalized group, who
formed part of the population that stood most at risk to
HIV infections; Men who have sex with other men. LVCT
paved way for a lot of the fruits in the health sector that
we enjoy today. LVCT created a plat form where all gay
men and MSM could come together and flourish. Today,
through various forms of capacity building, LVCT has
given life to Ishtar and many other organizations and
ventures that seek to see HIV wiped out from the face of
the earth. LVCT is a Kenyan NGO which utilizes research
to inform policy reform advocacy and strengthen HIV
service delivery.
LVCT optimizes its impact on the HIV/AIDS response by
building capacity of partners and pay special attention to
vulnerable groups and populations with special needs.
LVCT’s focus is on the scale-up of quality-assured HIV
counseling, testing and care services. LVCT partners
closely with the National Aids Control Counsel, the
Ministry of Health, other NGOs to provide short and
long-term technical assistance to strengthen the HIV
response.

The Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya. [GALCK]
The Gay and lesbian coalition of Kenya was formed
and registered as a trust in the year 2007. GALCK has
been the place Ishtar calls home, a fortress, a friend in
deed. GALCK main objective is to unite all the different
member organizations in order to bring out harmony and
cohesion, in the united effort to push for and campaign
for justice, equality and acceptance.

The African Men for Sexual Health and Rights
(AMSHeR).
AMSHER is the regional coalition of MSM/LGBT led
organizations and other organizations that work to
address the vulnerability of gay and bisexual men, Maleto-female transgender women and other MSM, to HIV.
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OUR
AMSHeR is the brainchild of several HIV and human
rights advocates following the ICASA conference in Abuja
(Nigeria, 2005). Since then follow-up meetings during HIV
and human rights gathering were used to bring on board
more allies and sympathizers.
The need to formally establish the coalition was agreed
at the 2008 IAS Conference in Mexico 2008. A consensus
workshop to define and agree on the objectives of the
new partnership was held in Cape Town on March 16th
and 17th, 2009.
AMSHeR is made up of 15 organizations from Burundi,
Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda,
Zambia and Zimbabwe.
As a coalition of African -based and -led MSM
organizations, AMSHeR provides a platform for exchange
and learning among grassroots MSM organizations,
HIV services and advocacy organizations, human rights
organizations and other agencies working with and/or for
MSM communities. In addition to its work to bring about
visibility and address MSM and HIV issues, AMSHeR
advocates for greater resources for MSM work in Africa;
it works to strengthen and develop community structures
to address issues such as societal discrimination and
stigma, and advocate for positive and inclusive policies
and effective interventions. AMSHeR strives to increase
the visibility of MSM issues across various levels such as
policy, legislation, communities and service delivery, and
strengthen capacities of national agencies and individuals
working to improve policy, legislation and programming
related to MSM sexual & reproductive health.

ourselves (as MSM advocates). We are conscious of the
need for African based structures to join the energies
of emerging self-organized groups and organizations
working to promote the health and rights of gay men and
other MSM in the continent.

Our Objectives
1. African Men for Sexual Health and Rights’ will
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

gather the efforts of interested individuals and
organizations around the following objectives:
Strengthen capacity of national agencies and
individuals working to improve policy, legislation
and programming related to MSM sexual &
reproductive health.
Increase the visibility of MSM issues across various
levels such as policy, legislation, communities and
service delivery.
Identify, advocate and increase access for greater
resources, including technical and financial, for
better access to prevention, treatment and care
services.
Facilitate the creation and dissemination of an
evidence base for a better public health response
on MSM issues.
Advocate for the protection of gay men and other
men who have sex with men from human rights
violations.
These objectives will be delivered in partnership
with relevant individuals and agencies working on
HIV and human rights issues.

Our Approach
Our Motives
Despite global and local evidence in Africa about the
higher vulnerability of men who have sex with men
(MSM) to HIV infection, only a few African nations have
attempted to put adequate responses in place. Too much
time has elapsed to ensure that MSM are considered
within national HIV programmes. Africa continues to be
the worst performer in the global community’s efforts
to stem the impact of HIV amongst MSM. The reasons
for this state of affairs can be attributed to a variety of
factors, which explain the current weak response the HIV
related needs of MSM on the continent:
• There is a lack of visibility and voice of African MSM
• There is very little resourcing for MSM self organized
groups and programmes
As a coalition we feel that there is an urgent need to have
a common understanding of and clarity on the real issues
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AMSHeR uses a rights-based approach which
recognizes the need to protect our members - who
often work in repressive environments - with the goal
of fulfilling the right to health for men who have sex
with men.
AMSHeR will promote an understanding of sexuality and
its complexity
We are aware of the complex nature of debates
around homosexuality on the continent, the dilemmas
of identity versus behavior and the political and social
meanings of the words used amongst professionals
in the HIV sector. We will work to accommodate
definitions which encompass the political, biological,
cultural and social meanings of sex between men.
AMSHeR will promote empowering models
...and not ‘charity’ models. AMSHeR will work to

PARTNERS
address societal stigma and discrimination. We believe
that this is necessary for the creation of enabling
environment and for health action to happen.
We believe in the need to mobilize men in all their
diversities to spearhead this agenda themselves. We
will work to put ‘people’ at the end of numbers...
Men who have sex with men are best able to speak for
themselves about their needs and issues.
Representation
AMSHeR will ensure that all sub-regions of the African
continent are represented on the steering committee.
AMSHeR will work to ensure a good balance of
language and geographical representation from
Southern Africa, East Africa, West Africa, North Africa
and Central Africa.

Our Vision
AMSHeR will work towards an empowered and
healthy life for MSM in Africa and human rights for all.

amfAR
In the early 1980s, a group of researchers and scientists
including Mathilde Krim, Ph.D., then a researcher at New
York’s Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, formed
an informal study group to investigate the condition that
came to be known as AIDS. In 1983, Dr. Krim, Dr. Joseph
Sonnabend, Michael Callen, and several others launched
the New York-based AIDS Medical Foundation. In Los
Angeles, Dr. Michael S. Gottlieb and Dame Elizabeth
Taylor spearheaded the creation of the National AIDS
Research Foundation. The two organizations merged in
September 1985 to become amfAR.
When amfAR was founded, Dr. Krim and Dr. Gottlieb
were named Founding Chairmen and Dame Elizabeth
Taylor became Founding National Chairman. Twenty-five
years later, amfAR remains one of the world’s leading
organizations dedicated to fighting the AIDS epidemic,
and has invested nearly $325 million in support of its
mission.

research into HIV prevention and treatment, providing
funding to researchers for early-stage projects and
enabling young researchers to establish their careers
studying HIV/AIDS. amfAR grantees have produced some
of the most groundbreaking discoveries in AIDS research,
including studies that led to the development of three
classes of antiretroviral drugs, the use of antiretroviral
therapy to prevent mother-to-child transmission, and
the legalization of syringe exchange programs that have
drastically reduced the spread HIV among injection drug
users. amfAR has supported more than 2,000 research
teams worldwide.
The MSM Initiative was launched in 2007 to reduce
rates of HIV infection among men who have sex with
men (MSM) in resource-limited countries. This initiative
provides small targeted grants to grassroots organizations
in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Eastern
Europe to support HIV/AIDS services for MSM. Through
the Initiative, amfAR is a staunch advocate of increased
funding for prevention and treatment programs for MSM,
and speaks out against stigma, discrimination, and
violence.
amfAR distributes information on important AIDSrelated research, treatment, prevention, and policy
issues to a range of audiences. In addition to its website,
www.amfar.org, it publishes the biannual newsletter
Innovations and the TREAT Asia Report, which appears
three times a year.
As one of the world’s leading organizations dedicated
to fighting HIV/AIDS, amfAR has invested nearly $325
million for research, prevention, treatment education,
and advocacy. It regularly holds benefit events, including
Cinema Against AIDS galas in Cannes, Dubai, and
Toronto; annual gala events in New York and San
Francisco; and TWO x TWO for AIDS and Art, held in
Dallas.
Numerous public figures have lent their support to
raising funds for amfAR’s programs. At its gala events,
amfAR honors individuals who have made significant
contributions of time, talent, and resources to the fight
against AIDS with its Award of Courage. Recipients
include Zackie Achmat, Richard Gere, Whoopi Goldberg,
Larry Kramer, Tony Kushner, Patti LaBelle, Sumner
Redstone, and Anna Wintour.

Research
Since its inception, amfAR has supported innovative
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OUR PARTNERS
Ishtar would have made it thus far had it not been for our friends and partners.
Our support and donations, financial and otherwise come from various well-wishers who all desire
to see an improvement in the fight for equality, justice and development.

NACC
The National AIDS Control Council (NACC) was
established under Section 3 of the State Corporations
Act Cap 446 through the National AIDS Control Council
Order, 1999 published vide Legal Notice No. 170 of 1999.
NACC is a non-commercial organization whose mission
is to:
“Provide policy and a Strategic framework for mobilizing
and coordinating resources for the prevention of HIV
transmission and provision of care and support to the
infected and affected people in Kenya”.

(a) VISION:
“An HIV free Society in Kenya”.

(b) MISSION:
“To provide Policy and a Strategic framework for
mobilizing and coordinating resources for prevention of
HIV transmission and provision of care and support to
the infected and affected people in Kenya”

(c) OBJECTIVES
Since NACC is a National Coordinating Authority, it has
some mandates that include• Provision of policy and a strategic framework
• Mobilization and coordination of resources
• Prevention of HIV transmission
• Care and support for those infected and affected by
HIV and AIDS
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This NACC mandate is recognized worldwide within the
“three ones” principles namely:
• One agreed HIV and AIDS Action Framework that
provides the basis for coordinating the work of all
partners.
• One National AIDS Coordinating Authority with a
broad based multi-sectoral mandate.
• One agreed country-level Monitoring and Evaluation
(M&E) system.
Since its inception, NACC has had some notable
achievements which include: the coordinating
development and implementation of the Kenya National
HIV and AIDS Strategic Plans (KNASP I, KNASP II
and KNASP III); the development of policies on key
areas including orphans and vulnerable children;
mainstreaming gender into the Kenya National HIV and
AIDS Strategic Plan (KNASP) and engaging with key
sectoral ministries to mainstream HIV and AIDS in the
context of the Medium Term Expenditure Framework
(MTEF) budget process.
To this end, NACC has four main objectives stipulated in
the current Kenya National AIDS Strategic Plan (KNASP
III) 2009/10-2012/13 that are:
• Number of new infections reduced by at least 50%
• AIDS-related mortality reduced by 25%.
• HIV-related morbidity reduced.
• Socio-economic impact of HIV reduced at household
and community level.

Ishtar MSM

Our Background

The MISSION of the organization is to advance the sexual health rights of MSM and reduce stigma and
discrimination aliened with them by creating general awareness with the aim of empowering the MSM
community and the society at large, advocating for the rights to good health, access to STI/HIV and AIDS
related care and treatment in Kenya.
The VISION of the organization is to attain full sexual health rights and social well being for Men who
have sex with men (MSM) in Kenya.

1. Background
Ishtar was formed in 1997 after the
staging of the play “Cleopatra” at the
Kenya National Theatre. This was as a
means of creating an entry point to the
lives of Men who have sex with Men
[MSM] in Nairobi and developing an
atmosphere of trust and openness. The
organization has over time developed
strong allies through partnership and
networks and is one of the organizations
in the Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya
[GALCK].
In 2002, Ishtar was registered with
the Ministry of Social Services as a self
help group. In 2003, Ishtar was among
partners who worked with University of
Nairobi [UoN] to carry out research on
understanding Men who have sex with
Men [MSM] in Nairobi. Besides, Ishtar
has also been involved in other research
Projects i.e. with Kenya AIDS Vaccine
Initiative [KAVI] since 2005, Trust for
Indigenous Culture and Health [TICAH] in
2008, UNAIDS/UNDP in 2009.
Notably, the organization has also been
represented in landmark events for the
LGBTI organizing nationally, regionally
and international i.e. World Social Forum,
Pan African ILGA and Changing Faces
Changing Spaces Conference [CFCS] in
2007.

Of great importance is Ishtar’s
involvement with the National AIDS
Control Council [NACC] since 2005 for the
inclusion of MSM in the Kenya National
AIDS Strategic Plan [KNASP].
Ishtar believes in team building and
therefore draws from a varied range
of skills from the volunteers who have
since helped in the metamorphosis with
technical support from Capacity Building
Department of Liverpool VCT Care and
Treatment.
In February 2009, the constitution was
passed to have the organization to be
working in the pursuit of promoting the
advancement of MSM sexual health rights
in Kenya in the context of Human Rights,
Cultural, Mental, Health, HIV/AIDS, Social
and Economic Well being.
In June 2006, the UN General Assembly
adopted a Political Declaration on HIV/
AIDS committing Member States to
making:
… all necessary efforts to scale
up nationally driven, sustainable
and comprehensive responses
to achieve broad multisectoral
coverage for prevention,
treatment, care and support,
with full and active participation

of people living with HIV,
vulnerable groups, most affected
communities, civil society and the
private sector, towards the goal of
universal access to comprehensive
prevention programmes,
treatment, care and support by
2010.1
Since then, Ishtar MSM has defined
its core mission in terms of universal
access. It is determined to ensure
that Kenya, as a Member State of the
UN, lives up to above statement in
full, if not by 2010 then as soon as
possible. This means ensuring that the
Government of Kenya, the National
AIDS Control Council and other
partners in Kenya’s national response
to AIDS recognize and fully appreciate
that MSM are very prominent
among the “people living with
HIV, vulnerable groups, [and] most
affected communities.” MSM should
always be at the table and have a
strong voice when decisions are being
made about HIV-related research,
policy and programme planning,
implementation, and monitoring and
evaluation.

1UN (2006). Political Declaration on HIV/
AIDS. 60th Session, 87th plenary meeting of
the UN General Assembly, 2 June 2006, A/
RES/60/262. New York, United Nations.
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Our Strategic Vision

Ishtar MSM’s objectives,
in broad terms, are:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Advocate for equal access of
healthcare for MSM.
To identify and develop a referral
system for MSM health needs.
To create, raise and promote Public
awareness about MSM including
youth, MSM living with HIV, male
sex workers, married men, elder
men etc.
To use different medium e.g. drama,
dance and skits, flyers brochures,
newsletters & mass media, to pass
messages regarding sexual health
and safer sexual practices for the
MSM community.
Capacity building of members.
To offer peer education services to
the members
To create, plan and manage
different support groups for the
members.
To emphasize life skills, and
development of positive attitudes
and values.
To create and raise security
awareness among MSM
community.

Area 1. Capacity
building

1.1. Strengthening Governance and Administration
•

Legal Registration
Ishtar MSM will continue to provide technical assistance to organizations that
provide sexual health and social well for MSM in the registration process.
Ishtar will periodically review their legal status in order to ensure good matches
between their legal mandates and what they actually do.
Review to happen annually at the AGM
Constitution.
Ishtar will periodically review and amend their constitutions to ensure their
governing structures and processes are clearly defined, serve their purposes well
and guarantee accountability to voting members and transparency to others. This
area of capacity building requires urgent attention.
•

From October to February.
Human Resources management
Ishtar needs to develop or improve their human resources management policies.
From October to February
Working environment
With the ever expanded activities for Ishtar, Ishtar will in time look for suitable
space to accommodate all its activities.
Initiate this process (Locate, fundraising) in January 2010.

1.2. Engaging members and expanding networks
•

•

•

•
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To review and amend the constitution to ensure that the governing
structures and processes are clearly defined from October to February 2010
A pre AGM Meeting in March 2009
AGM Meeting April 2009
Financial Management
Ishtar will develop or improve their financial management policies.

Ishtar MSM’s services
include:
• Offering MSM friendly of services
• Referrals to MSM-friendly VCT and
other health services
• Distribution of condoms and waterbased lubricants
• Safer sex workshops
• Peer education and counselling
• Open forum discussions
• Post Test Clubs [PTC]
• Community mobilization through
various outreach activities.
• Drop in services
• Providing Technical Assistance

By 2010 Ishtar will have structural and institutional competence for governance
and administration.

By IDAHO 2010, Ishtar MSM will have engaged as many new MSM individuals as it
possibly can countrywide and have tripled the membership registered from 12 to
36, unregistered from 220 to 660. Through two strategies
Nairobi Strategy.
Community engagement strategy in Nairobi to be carried out Bi monthly
through Parties, Open forum discussion, Conferences, Picnics, BarsBy IDAHO2010, Ishtar MSM will have engaged with existing and new organizations
involved in MSM Health and Social well being.
One a month beginning November 2009.
Ishtar MSM will nurture organizations to provide MSM friendly sexual Health
Services between November 2009 to June 2010.
At least three organizations
Ishtar MSM will seek to enhance the security awareness of the peer educators
through various training schedules through the security representatives trained

Our Strategic Vision
interventions.

by GALCK.

1.3. Building on existing partnerships,
establishing new ones.
•

By IDAHO 2010, Ishtar will have built on existing
partnerships and established new ones and these
partnerships will be providing them with the support they
need to scale up their programmes and projects as quickly
as can be practically done, to include governmental entities,
nongovernmental international organization and the UN
organizations.

July 2010

AREA 3.
Communications
Strategy
Targets
•

Participate in the JAPR Process.
•

Identify and establish an Ishtar MSM Exchange Program.

Engage with existing partners around their
communication strategies (LVCT, KAVI, KEMRI, ICRH,
KEFIADO, KASH) starting October by December 2009

By April 2010
•

By IDAHO 2010, through partnerships to have assessed the
comparative merits of all ways of reaching out to MSM in
Kenya with HIV-related messages

Ishtar MSM will engage with the local, regional, east
African and Pan African MSM HIV/Health and Social Well
being networks.

Development of guiding questions for the process
Assess Ishtar MSMs Communication strategy . ( What
works, what will not work, what messages do we want
to send out) January 2010

Attend EA HIV Coalition Meetings

1.4. IEC

Develop messages – January 2010

•

Develop communication strategy-Beginning February
2010 to be completed in March 2010

By IDAHO 2011, to have multiplied by at least five times the
number of MSM trained for and delivering HIV-related peer
education and to have them working in large cities while
also reaching out to towns and villages.

Develop Brochures April 2010
Nairobi, 500 May 2010

Talk to LVCT, NOPE, KAVI, FHI January 2010

Kisumu 500 May 2010

Start identifying people interested in training October
2009
Develop Policy guidelines November January 2010.

Mombasa 500 May 2010.
•

Look for funds October 2009.

5 by June 2010

Have 100 Peer Educators trained.

10 by June 2011

Train the peer educators on Ishtar’s communication
strategy

Area 2. Research

1.1 Providing reliable demographic,
health and other data

1 5 by June 2012
•

By IDAHO 2014, to have the capacity to reach 80,000 as per
the 3rd KNASP MSM in Kenya with a range of IEC that gets
important HIV-related messages across.

•

Ishtar MSM intends to be a leader in driving the
development of effective communications strategies and
in driving outreach with a package of communications
developed from ongoing evidence based research in the
country.

•

Since there are hundreds of thousands of MSM in Kenya
and they are spread out across the country, the package of
communications will likely include mass communications,
including radio and television spots and features that are
culturally and linguistically appropriate.

Targets
•

By IDAHO 2010, at minimum to have built the partnerships
and to have engaged with the ongoing and any new
research pertaining to MSM Health and Social well being.
KAVI, Population Council/CDC/ NASCOP, GALCK (Mental
Health Survey of the LGBTI Health community, Survey
of the Substance use community, LVCT Historical
documentation process.

•

By IDAHO 2012, to have trained 15 MSM people as VCT
Counsellors for VCT Centres in Kenya.

To Partner with academic institutions to identify positive
cultural and traditional sex and sexuality practices that
can be utilized in the development of Ishtar MSM prevention
15
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Area 4. Health
and social
services

Area 5. Advocacy
and Policy
Development

Achieving universal access to HIV-related
services

Activities
• Access to medical services
• Reduction of Stigma and discrimination in health
• Inclusion in National Health Strategic Plans
• General awareness about MSM Health with the
CSO, health providers,
• Advocate for research on MSM Health
• Revision of various service provider curriculums
• Health commodities
• Looking at the legal challenges affecting the ability
of the MSM service delivery.
Targets

Targets
•

By IDAHO 2010, to be well on the way towards reaching
out to 1,500 MSM right across Kenya with all manner of
communications that will motivate them to practice safer
sex, to get tested regularly for HIV and STIs and that will
engage them in demanding and taking advantage of access
to HIV prevention, testing, treatment and care.
(Refer to Ishtar MSM Services)

•

By IDAHO 2010, to be well on the way towards ensuring that
1,500 MSM have access to affordable and reliable condoms
and water-based lubricants
Conduct Outreach where MSM congregate
Develop a condom package
Purchase condom and lube

•

By IDAHO 2010, to be well on the way towards ensuring
that MSM have access to MSM-friendly VCT services.
Tool for identification of the MSM friendly services
November

Advocacy

Area 6.
Monitoring and
Evaluation
•

Identify and create a database of MSM friendly VCT
Services in Nairobi
November-February 2010
Raise awareness about friendly VCT services to the MSM
community
•

By IDAHO 2014, we should have met the targets set in the
frame work above to be no more than one year short of the
goal of universal access by MSM in Kenya to the full-range
of HIV-related services they need.

•

While Ishtar MSM will advocate for, support and often
participate in actions to provide the legal and social
environment for universal access, its own main focus will
be on ensuring that all of the services are there and that
most MSM know they are there and are motivated to take
advantage of them.

•

While much of Ishtar MSM’s efforts will go into facilitating
access to services provided by others, it will also be a direct
service provider and will support other MSM organizations
in becoming direct services providers. For the foreseeable
future, these services will focus mainly on distributing
condoms and water based lubricants and providing VCT.
They may, however, expand into providing home-based
care and hospice care for people with HIV-related diseases.
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Ishtar aims to be a model of good practice in monitoring
and evaluation of our programmes, projects and activities.
We aim to assure our financial and technical partners and
all others that we are doing our best to make efficient use
of our resources, to achieve our intended results and to
make whatever adjustments may be necessary when actual
results fall short of planned results.

Targets
By October 2009 Develop reporting system for Ishtar
services
•
•

By December, have developed the M& E system.
Internal information and communications.
Ishtar will improve its systems for recording and reporting
events and keeping key publications and others documents
and making them easily accessible, electronically or in hard
copy

In this area, as much as in any other, we will need technical
support to design tools for collecting, analyzing and reporting
relevant information and measuring progress.
We recognize that this brings us full circle back to “Area 1:
Capacity building” and then to “Area 2: Research”. Monitoring
and evaluation will be required to measure our competence and
identify any needs we have for more capacity building. Also,
monitoring and evaluation are types of research and analysis
and will provide some of the evidence we will always need to
inform our actions.
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HIV the Facts

This Month Silas
Mukangu examines
some facts about how
HIV/AIDS affects Gay
men today.
Silas a Nurse at the SASA Clinic revealed the
following;
When HIV was discovered in the early eighties it was known as a Gay mans
disease and that’s because the concentration of HIV infection was more among
gay men at the time.
In Kenya HIV among gay men accounts for 15.2% of new infection. The reason
for this have been attributed to behaviors and sex practices among gay men
which put them at a higher risk of contracting and transmitting HIV.
A gay man is 19times more likely to contract HIV because of unprotected anal
sex. Unprotected anal sex places Gay men at a much higher risk of contracting
HIV. A lot of Gay men in Kenya also practice unprotected oral sex and also have
sexual partners who are women hence doubling up their already high risk.
STIs are also very prevalent among gay men and some STIs like gonorrhea of
the mouth, anal gonorrhea and anal warts are more specific to gay man because
of their sexual practices. When you contract an STI you 2-9times more likely to
contract and transmit HIV.
It is a proven medical fact that condoms are a shield against contracting HIV
during sex, be it anal or otherwise. However in the case of Men who have Sex
with Other men; a condom used without water based lubricant is not sufficient
in reducing STIs and HIV among gay men because during anal sex a condom
without a water-based lubricant has a higher chance of breaking as the anus
and rectum has no natural lubrication like the vagina. A condom used during
anal sex with any other form of lubricant, like Vaseline or any other petroleum
products and are not protection enough to the delicate anal and rectal tissues
18
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HIV the Facts
hence putting one at a high risk of
contracting HIV and/or other STIs.
Oral sex becomes high risk sex if the
person giving oral sex has ulcers in the
mouth or the person who penis is being
sucked ejaculates in the mouth of the one
sucking.
Studies have also shown that gay men
have lots of multi-concurrent partners and
their frequency of partnership is higher
than that of the general population hence
larger networks of HIV transmission.
Alcohol and substance abuse among gay
men has also increased their vulnerability,
i.e. when one is intoxicated they are more
likely to pick a stranger from a bar or a
party and have sex with them without
thinking of their safety (use condoms and
water-based lubricant.)
There are many social issues that
directly contribute to a gay mans risk
for contracting HIV and top on the list
is stigma and discrimination. Simply
put, stigma and discrimination prevents
a gay man from accessing services
and programs where he would get
information of HIV prevention and also
access commodities like condoms and
lubricants, screening and treatment of
STIs and also HIV\AIDS care and support
for the ones already infected.
Gender and sexual roles also contribute
to risk to a gay man: a bisexual is more
like to get HIV than a gay man because
of practicing anal, vaginal, and oral

sex. Studies have also shown that tops,
bottoms, and versatile have varying risk.
A bottom gay man is 2 folds more likely
to contract HIV and a versatile gay man is
9folds more likely to contract HIV.
An HIV positive gay man faces three fold
stigma; stigma for being gay, stigma for
being HIV positive and stigma from other
gay man for having the ‘diseases’. This
prevents most HIV positive gay men from
disclosing their HIV status to their sexual
partners hence they cannot practice
safe sex (use a condom and water-based
lubricants.)
Image and presentation are very
important to a gay man. A gay man who
can not take care of himself; what he
where, where he lives, who he has for
friends, his education and social status in
the gay community is a gay man with low
self esteem. Low self esteem affects the
power a gay man has to deal with issues
about his life. Issues like sexual health. For
example, low self esteem affects whether
or not a gay man negotiates for condom
use or even talks about it with his sexual
partners.
Last, but not least is socio-economic
status; most gay men are semi literate and
have no jobs. Many such Gay men have
thus turned to Sex trade to substitute
for the daily requirements of their lives.
This places them and their partners,
clients, and clients’ partners’ at risk of
contracting the HIV virus.

Some FACTS about HIV/AIDS.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HIV stands for Human Immunodeficiency Virus.
AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
The first cases of HIV were reported first in Gay men, then injecting drug users between 1981-1982.
In 1982; HIV/AIDS was referred to as GRID (Gay Related Immune Deficiency) in America.
World AIDS day was established in 1988.
The first drug approved to treat HIV was AZT.
The Joint United Nations Programme on AIDS (UNAIDS) was established in 1995.
In 2007 it was estimated that around 33 million people were living with HIV/AIDS.
4 million people in developing and transitional countries are receiving treatment for HIV;
9.5 million are still in immediate need of treatment.
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Blissful Sex

BLISSFUL
SEX!
For a long time; knowledge
surrounding sex amongst Men
who have sex with other Men
has been mostly defined by
stereotypes. Here we demisty
the truths from the not-truths.
Today we examine Gay sex
and what it entails, how to
protect yourself from sexually
transmitted disease and how
one can come to appreciate
and enjoy it fully.

Anal sex (or anal
intercourse) commonly
refers to the sex act involving
insertion of the penis into the anus
of a sexual partner. The term can also
include other sexual acts involving the
anus, including pegging, anulingus (anal–
oral sex), fingering, and object insertion.
Common misconception describes anal sex
as practiced almost exclusively by gay men.
This misconception is dispelled by researchers,
as not all gay males engage in anal sex, and
anal sex is not uncommon among heterosexual
relationships. Types of anal sex can also be
performed as part of lesbian sexual practices.
Many people find anal sex pleasurable, and
some may reach orgasm—through stimulation
of the prostate in men, and clitoral and G-Spot
leg stimulation in women. However, many
people find it painful as well; in some
cases extremely so, which may be due to
psychological factors in some cases.
As with most forms of sexual
interaction, individuals are at risk
for contracting sexually transmitted
diseases, and thus safe sex practices
are advise, Anal sex is considered
a high-risk sexual practice, and
unprotected anal sex is the riskiest
of all forms of sexual intercourse,
due to the vulnerability of the
rectum and sphincter tissues,
20

It is also controversial in some
religious traditions, often
due to prohibitions against
homosexuality and/or
to teachings about the
procreative purpose of sex.
However, as attitudes toward
sexuality have changed in
recent years, many religious
groups, especially in
Euroamerican Judaism and
Christianity, have become
more accepting of nonprocreative sex.
Historically, anal sex
has been commonly
associated with male
homosexuality. However,
many men who have sex
with men do not engage in
anal sex. among men who
have anal sex with other men,
the insertive partner is called the
top and the one being penetrated
is called the bottom. Those who
enjoy either role are referred to as
versatile. Gay men who prefer anal
sex may view it as “[their] version
of intercourse” and as “the natural
apex of sex, a wonderful expression
of intimacy, and a great source of
pleasure...” Psychologist Walt Odets
said, “I think that anal sex has for gay
men the same emotional significance
that vaginal sex has for heterosexuals.”
Some men who have sex with men
prefer to engage in front or other forms
of mutual masturbation because they
find it more pleasurable and/or more
affectionate, to preserve technical
virginity or as safe sex alternatives
to anal sex while other frot advocates
denounce anal sex as degrading to the
receptive partner and unnecessarily
risky.

Pain
Pain during receptive anal sex is
formally known as anodyspareunia.
One study found that about 12% of
gay men find it too painful to pursue,
and concluded that the perception of
anal sex as painful is just as likely to
be psychologically or emotionallyally
based as it is to be physically based.

HEALTH

Blissfful Sex
Another study that examined pain during
insertive and receptive anal sex in gay
men found that 3% of tops (insertive
partners) and 16% of bottoms (receptive
partners) reported significant pain.
Factors predictive of pain during anal sex
include inadequate lubrication, feeling
tense or anxious, lack of stimulation,
as well as lack of social ease with being
gay and being closeted. Research has
found that psychological factors can in
fact be the primary contributors to the
experience of pain during anal intercourse
and that adequate communication
between sexual partners can prevent it,
countering the notion that pain is always
inevitable during anal sex

Health Risks
Anal sex exposes participants to
two principal dangers: infections,
due to the high number of infectious
microorganisms not found elsewhere
on the body, and physical damage to
the anus and the rectum due to their
vulnerability. It is generally understood
that penetration can be painful. Frequent
anal sex is associated with hemorrhoids,
anal prolapse, leakage, anal-rectal pain
and ulcers and fissures.
Experts say that as social mores ease,
more young heterosexuals are engaging
in anal sex, a behavior once rarely
mentioned in polite circles. And the
experimentation, they worry, may be
linked to the current increase in sexually
transmitted diseases.
Among the diseases with which anal sex
is associated are HIV, human Papilloma
virus (HPV)(which can increase risk for
anal cancer), or typhoid fever. Among
these are: Chlamydia; cryptosporidiosis;
E. coli infections; gonorrhea; hepatitis A;
hepatitis B; hepatitis C; herpes simplex;
human papilloma virus; Kaposi’s
sarcoma-associated herpes virus (HHV);
pubic lice; syphilis, just to mention a few
in a very long list.
The high concentration of white blood
cells around the rectum, together with
the risk of cuts to the rectum and that
one of the functions of the rectum is to
absorb fluid, increases the risk of HIV
transmission because the HIV retrovirus

reproduces within the immune system’s
T-cells/CD4 cells. Use of condoms and other
precautions are a medically recommended
way to lessen risk of infections.
Unprotected receptive anal sex is the most
risky sexual behavior in terms of HIV
transmission.

ORGASMIC SEX!
As with all sexual activity, practice makes
perfect! You may find it takes you some
time to get used to anal sex and the sex
positions that suit you, but once you’re
relaxed and at ease with it, you’ll most
likely find anal intercourse a source of
great pleasure. Of course, one of the big
issues for gay men having anal sex for the
first time is whether they see themselves
as “active” or “passive”. In other words,
what sex position do you take? Top or
bottom? And what does that say about
your masculinity?

Unprotected
receptive
anal sex is
the most
risky sexual
behavior in
terms of HIV
transmission
There’s an image of the active, masculine,
man as being the one who fucks the
passive, less masculine, man during gay
anal sex - but in reality, both partners are
active to some degree. The man taking
his partner’s penis is capable of thrusting
his hips, moving his pelvis and enjoying
the sex just as much as the man who’s
doing the penile thrusting. More recently,
gay men having sex have been called the
“top” (the one doing the penetration) and
the “bottom” (the one being penetrated).
This is better terminology, but it can get
confusing if the bottom is, for example,
sitting in his partner’s lap, since you
might argue he was then on top! If you’re

confused, don’t worry - all will become
clear. In fact it’s probably time to abandon
the notion of active and passive sex
positions, and think of one’s own sexual
position as something that can change
from time to time.
What makes anal sex pleasurable?
If you don’t already know, a man’s
prostate gland is in an ideal position to
be stimulated during anal sex when his
partner’s penis presses on it through
the wall of his rectum. The more a sex
position that makes that happen, the
more pleasurable it will be. (In addition,
different sexual positions suit different
shapes of erection, as we shall see.) In
fact, the prostate will be stimulated by
the thrusting of a penis, or finger, or
dildo, or anything else introduced into the
rectum. And this pressure on the prostate
is responsible for much of the pleasure
that the man receiving his partner’s penis
will actually feel; but the whole area
around the anus is erotically sensitive,
and of course there’s the emotional thrill
of having sex as well.
If you’re new to anal sex, the first thing to
do is get comfortable with your own anus.
You can wash it, lube it up with oil or sex
lubricant and gently caress and finger it
during masturbation: this will begin to
open you up to the erotic possibilities of
the area, and get you used to the feeling
of being penetrated - albeit by your own
finger. Next, ask your partner to play
with your anus as you enjoy mutual
masturbation. The idea, of course, is to
learn in steps, and not to expect to know
or do everything at once; the basic idea of
anal sex is simple, even if you’ll need to
experiment with the actual sex positions
you’re going to use. And as you go along,
you’ll also find out what sex itself - and
interacting with someone else in this
most intimate way - means to you, and
what it tells you about yourself.
As far as anal sex positions are concerned,
you’ll probably want to try both roles
- that of penetrator and that of being
penetrated. You might find one more
rewarding or pleasurable for you, or you
might like both.

Stay tuned for more orgasmic sex in
our next issue...
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The SASA Clinic

This clinic is a MARPS (most-at-risk populations)
clinic but dedicated to MSMs. The objective of the
clinic is to give a one stop shop service to our partners
(clients) since they receive more than clinical services
(biomedical component) at the clinic, one is taken
through a client flow that ensures that the partner/
client gets a HTC services, health education session,
vocational training among other benefits within the
minimum package.
The clinic is mainly for MSM, but we also have female
sex workers and truckers from around our area of
operation who also visit the clinic from all ages, but
mostly the common age bracket we have seen so
far would be between 19 to 49 years. Some of the
milestones achieved so far include a high uptake
of condoms and lubricants, we have even put up
condom dispensers in pubs around Nairobi (normally
frequented with MSM - this being one of the targets
of our work plan) and aimed at encouraging safe sex
practices, our super mobilizer usually frequent these
clubs to refill these dispensers with condoms.
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sasa
clinic
Minimum Package
we have a Drop-in service center in which we are
offering a comprehensive HIV/AIDS prevention
package, that is, behavioral interventions (this
includes health education, one clinical health
education, risk assessment and risk reduction
plan, distribution of condoms and water based
lubricants, SBC materials, and Empowerment
EBI), Biomedical interventions ( they include
quarterly HTC and STI screening and treatment,
referrals and counseling), Structural interventions
include messages on reduction of stigma and
discrimination, sensitization on GBV, alcohol
and drug abuse intervention and economic
empowerment and vocational skills training. We
also have PwP and PSS groups for MSM living with
HIV.
On average we see 60 new MSMs coming for three
or more services at our center and we have more
than four groups of MSMs coming for continuous
health education every week at the center.
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In The View

How old are you?
AM 20
How do you define yourself?
I’d SAY AM A YOUNG BEAUTIFUL TRANSGENDER
WOMAN WHO IS FOCUSED AND MORE IMPORTANTLY
APPRECIATIVE OF ALL SHE HAS AND BELIEVES GOD
MADE ME THIS WAY FOR A PURPOSE

Do you wish to have SRS?
YEEES HEL YES I HAVE ALWAYS HAD INSECURITIES
WITH MY PARTS AND HAVING A CHANCE TO DO AWAY
WITH THEM WILL BE GLADLY ACCEPTED
Are you on hormonal therapy?
NOT YET I AM STILL DOING MY RESEARCH ON THEM
BUT AD SOON LIKE TO START

Do your parents know about you?
NOT ON ANY OFFICIAL CAPACITY BUT I THINK THEY
MIGHT HAVE AN IDEA

Are you seeing someone currently?
WEEL NOT REALLY SO NO AM NOT SEEING ANYONE
ON ANY SERIOUS LEVEL

Are you out to the general public?
TO THE ONES WHO KNOW ME YES, BUT AS A WOMAN
AND TO THE ONES WHO HAVE KNOWN ME FROM THE
PAST NOT REALLY THEY JUST THINK AM A BOY WHO
REALLY LOOKS LIKE A GIRL
Do you feel misunderstood and how? If not,
how come?
I DON’T FEEL MISUNDERSTOOD, I FEEL LIKE PEOPLE
JUST LIKE ME FOR MY PERSONALITY AND LOOKS AND
HANG OUT WIYH ME FOR THOSE REASONS .WHEN I
DECIDED TO BRAID MY HAIR THE REACTIONS WERE
POSITIVE FROM MY FRIENDS AND IT WAS ALMOST
LIKE THEY WERE EXPECTING ME TO DO THAT…..SO
FOR THAT I FEEL LIKE THEY UNDERSTAND ME
What are some of the challenges you face in
your day to life?
HAVING TO TURN DOWN A POTENTIAL BOYFRIEND
BECAUSE OF THE FACT THAT THEY ARE NOT
AWARE OF MY REAL IDENTITY AND ALSO HAVING
TO PRODUCE MY IDENTITY CARD, IT’S REALLY
EMBARASSING FOR ME WHEN PEOPLE FIND OUT MY
TRUE IDENTITY
You’re a student at a local university; what
are you studying?
I AM STUDYING SRATERGIC MANAGEMENT AT A
LOCAL UNIVERSITY AM 2ND YEAR STUDENT AND
HOPE TO BE IN THE PROFFESSIONAL CYCLE PRETTY
SOON AS A WOMAN
What are the challenges that come from
the school environment?
NOT HAVING TO GO OUT WID FRIENDS DURING
XTRA CUURICULAR ACTIVITIES SIMPLE BECAUSE AM
TRANSGENDER HAVING TO INTRODUCE MYSEELF
WITH THE MALE NAME
What are your thoughts on sexual
reassignment surgery?
I THINK IT’S A MEDICAL MIRACLE AND ANYONE WHO
HAS THE CHANCE TO DO IT AND WAS IN ACAPACITY
TO DO IT SHOULD DO IT

How is a typical relationship for you like?
COOOOOOOL,,,,MORE LIKE GOIN OUT ON DATES
MISIN MY PARTNER IF HE IS NOT AROUND FOR EVEN
10 MINS SENDIN ANNEVERSARY GIFTS
What do you look for in a potential
partner?
LOOKS OF COURSE, HUMOUR, SELF RELIANCE,
FOCUS AND MORE IMPORTANTLY PASSION FOR THE
FINEST THINGS IN LIFE…….BASICALLY A RICH GUY
HAHAHA
What are your thoughts on marriage?
I BELIEVE MARRIAGE IS A SACRED UNION BETWEEN
TWO PEOPLE WHO LOVE EACH OTHER AND WOULD
LIKE TO LIVE TOGETHER AND CONTINUE MAKING
THAT LOVE.IF THERE IS A UNION THAT BEATS THAT
PURPOSE AM NOT FOR IT.MARRIAGE SHOULD BE
ABOUT LOVE, LOVE FORGIVENESS AND TOLERANCE
IAM ALL FOR MARRIAGE
Do you want to get married one day?
I HAVENT REALLY THOT OF THAT BUT AL SAY WHEN
THE TIME IS RIGHT AL KNOW BUT AS FOR KNOW
MARRIAGE ISNT ON THE TABLE FOR ME
Allow me to ask about your current status
‘down there’; what do you have to tell us
about your current anatomy?
WEEEL IT’S ENTIRELY MALE NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE
TO ULTER THE NATURAL EXISTANCE
This magazine is targeted at gay men;
what do you have to say to all the people
reading this now? What are your parting
sentiments?
BEING YOURSELF IS WHAT LIFE IS ALL ABOUT IF
ONE FEELS LIKE THEY ARE NOT LIVING UP TO THAT
PARTICULAR EXPECTATION THEN THEY ARE LIVING
A LIE AM A TESTIMENT OF THE WHOLE PHILOSOPHY
.NEVER LIVE UP TO PEOPLES EXPECTATIONS BUT TO
YOUR OWN
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CULTURE

Relationships

The love that dare not
say its name.
Article inspired and acquired from www.avert.org/gay-sex. References to be found in full on
www.avert.org/gay-sex

Gay men, sex,
relationships and
HIV.

G

ay relationships vary just as much as
Heterosexual relationships do. Gay
relationships are surrounded by many
stereotypes, fueling homophobia.
Although not all stereotypes are harmful, they are
largely inaccurate.
Both heterosexual and homosexual men
can enjoy a wide range of sexual activities,
including kissing, massaging and rubbing each
other, masturbation and mutual masturbation,
giving and receiving oral sex, using sex aids,
penetrating with fingers, and anal intercourse.
The common perception that gay relationships
always involve anal sex is incorrect and many
men in gay relationships do not have anal sex at
all.
In heterosexual relationships, it is a common
expectation that it is the male role to push for
penetrative sex and the female role to resist until
she is ready. Young people naturally believe
that there must be equivalent roles in gay
relationships; that one man is dominant and the
other submissive. In fact, this need be no more
true of gay relationships than it is of heterosexual
relationships.

Anal sex in Gay
relationships.

S

ome people presume that sex between
men will involve anal penetration. This
is often not the case and many gay
men don’t see anal sex as a necessary
part of their sexual relationship. A national study
carried out in Britain in the 1990s discovered that
between a quarter and a third of homosexual
men has never had anal sex as either the
penetrative or receptive partners.
Between a quarter and a third of homosexual
men have never had anal sex.
Research with young gay men carried out in the
UK in the early 1990s revealed a strong belief
that anal sex would be a large element of any gay
relationship. However, many of the participants
said that this was not what they wanted, and
found that it was not necessarily an expectation
of the other person.
“I definitely thought that anal sex would be a big
element of a gay relationship. Every time you
met a new partner, you’d think, oh f**k, here we
go ... I didn’t think that men actually kissed each
other or held hands or in any way touched each
other, other than to turn each other on to have an
orgasm” Jason
However whilst many of the gay men participating
in the study were pleased to discover that
anal sex wasn’t an expectation in their early
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relationships, they were usually very clear about
the particular circumstances under which they
would agree to penetrative sex. Much of this
seemed to be based around a concept of the
‘right’ time and included notions of trust, respect,
‘saving it’, sharing yourself and ‘doing it with
someone special’. Anal intercourse appears to
be seen by many young gay men (at least before
they start having penetrative sex) as a similar
marker of a ‘committed’ loving relationship that
is encouraged in young people when there is
discussion of (vaginal) sexual intercourse.
“If I was to have anal intercourse I would want to
have it with someone who I really appreciated
and liked, and not just anyone. Like losing your
virginity, say. A lot of people would want to lose
their virginity to someone who they were with ..
someone special.” Dean
These same notions, however, do not protect
young men from being infected with HIV. In reality
these notions can directly contradict safer sex
messages, which may be vital for young men to
act on:
“I think there is almost a sense that sex is safe
as long as you’ve been with a person for a
certain amount of time. Or if you’ve been seeing
somebody for quite a while, that if you insist on
using condoms, then you don’t really love them.
You’re letting them down somehow and it’s not
as close.” Rob

Perceptions of Gay
relationships.

I

n Britain, in the United States, in Australia, and
in European countries such as Norway, the
Netherlands and Germany, gay and bisexual
men were among the first to be affected by HIV.
For many people in Britain the reporting of HIV
and the prevailing climate towards gay people
only served to reinforce assumptions about gay
men and their sex lives.
As a result of this many young gay men grew
up with strongly held preconceptions of gay
relationships.
“I couldn’t relate to two men having a relationship.
You think that’s only sex” Michael
“I really had no concept of what gay was. I had
this idea that it was a sodomite or something. I
had no concept of a man having a relationship
with another man ... I sort of fantasized about
meeting someone who actually wanted me. A
man who wanted me. But this was pure fantasy.
It was almost like I couldn’t be so rude as to
suggest that anyone else was like me. This
lowest form of life. Which is why it was such a
shock when people were openly gay. It doesn’t
bother you?!!”Luke
“I thought that the minute I started seeing
someone I would have to leap into bed ... I never
thought that I’d end up friends with a whole lot of
people.” Daniel
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“I thought that the minute I started
seeing someone I would have to leap
into bed ... I never thought that I’d end
up friends with a whole lot of people.”

Gay men and HIV/AIDS

I

n many countries, men who have sex with
men have been heavily affected by HIV and
AIDS. HIV prevalence among men who have
sex with men has been found to be as high
as 25% in Ghana, 30% in Jamaica, 43% in
coastal Kenya and 25% in Thailand. In the USA,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and many parts
of Western Europe, more people have become
infected with HIV through male-male sex than
through any other transmission route.
On the basis of these figures gay men have been
stigmatised for being promiscuous and taking
unnecessary sexual risks. However, evidence
suggests that on the contrary gay men have
been very sensitive and responsive in regard to
safer sex promotion, which has been shown to
significantly increase condom use among men
who have sex with men. The high rate of infection
reflects a complex relationship between a lack
of information, particularly in the early days of the
epidemic, patterns of sexual activity, the risk of
infection and prevalence of the virus among gay
men.
In response to the global AIDS epidemic and
increased awareness about the high HIV risks
of anal sex, many gay men who previously had
penetrative sex altered their behaviour.16 17

However, HIV infection rates among men who
have sex with men in many Western countries
have increased in recent years, which can be
attributed partly to increases in high risk sexual
behaviours such as anal sex. Maintaining
safer sex practices requires the continued
reinforcement of HIV prevention messages
and services, which are failing to reach a great
number of gay men around the world. It is also
suggested that the availability and effectiveness
of antiretroviral drugs has led many gay men
to underestimate the consequences of HIV
infection. The urgent need for HIV prevention
among men who have sex with men is not just
apparent in Western countries; sex between
men is a primary HIV transmission route in
Latin America, and there is growing evidence
that male-male HIV transmission is a significant
problem in Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa.

Problems with
practicing safer sex

T

he primary mode of transmission of HIV
between men is through anal sex without
a condom (sometimes called “bare back
sex”). For young gay men there may be
particular problems with trying to practice safer
sex. Some young gay men may not feel secure

Continued on page 22
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“The only passing comment was men and
women do it up the vagina and gay men do it up
the arsehole! And that was it! That was the first
time I’d heard of it.”
about obtaining or using extra strong condoms
for anal sex because if they are seen purchasing
or in possession of them it might be interpreted
as a disclosure of gay identity. They also rarely
have the benefit of sex education in school in
which sexual behaviour between same-sex
partners is discussed. This can make it very hard
for young gay men to feel comfortable about
negotiating safer sex.
“The only passing comment was men and
women do it up the vagina and gay men do it up
the arsehole! And that was it! That was the first
time I’d heard of it.” Tariq
“I was waiting and expecting to hear something
on homosexuality, safe sex and different things
in sex education. Maybe some information that
could help me. But I got nothing. There was
nothing. So I just left it at that, and I discovered
that going to toilets, cottaging, that I could meet
people, which is what I wanted.” Tim
Some young gay men believe that having fewer
partners and being monogamous is adequate
protection against HIV.22 Research in the UK23
suggests that significantly more young gay men
are in closed or monogamous relationships than
older men. This may explain why some young
men are getting infected because it’s within
these relationships that some of them are having
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unprotected anal sex. This is often on the basis
of assumed negative HIV status.
The young gay men participating in the study
were also asked whether they associated
AIDS more with older men. They were almost
unanimous in their dismissal of the idea that they
were less vulnerable to HIV than older people. A
number of the young men suggested that they
were at greater risk than their older counterparts,
perhaps reflecting a different version of the same
stereotypes about youthful recklessness.
“You seem to assume that younger people
have more sex than older people. Which isn’t
necessarily the case. But ... younger people may,
I don’t know, sleep around, or, in the heat of the
moment forget to put a condom on.” Matt
Many of them were also aware that young people
miss out on the information which encourages
safer behavior and this was also used to explain
why younger men might be at greater risk.
“I think it would affect younger people because
when I first come out I went with someone in
the toilet, penetrated them, without a condom.
Because you’re young and naive. So I would
assume it would affect people who were young.
Because they’ve not had any experience, they
don’t know about safe sex and stuff like that.”
Mark
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Fighting Hate Crime

Fighting Hate
Motivated Crime
in Kenya and
Norway.
Hate Motivated Violence
Seminar on the 19th February
at the GALCK centre. Different
members of GALCK gave real
life accounts of hate crime
that they and some of their
members have experienced.
The Norwegian Ambassador to
Kenya graced the event. The
exchange team gathered and
compiled the stories in one
hate crime report.
Security training for PEMA
Kenya members, a local LGBTI
in Mombasa that had faced
physical violence of some of
its members in February 2010.
-Hate Crime panel debate
on the 22nd June at the
Norwegian Centre against
Racism. The debate’s objective
was to learn how Norway went
from being a very homophobic
to one of the world’s most
liberal countries, and the

struggles facing the LGBTI movement in Kenya. It was in this
event that the Hate Crime report was officially launched.
Even though it never happened, the planned Police LGBTI
rights awareness that the Exchange team organized in
collaboration with Wangu Kanja from the Wangu Kanja
Foundation laid a foundation where GALCK could use in
reaching the police and having talks with them.
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GAY PERSONS AND THE LAW IN KENYA
By Paul Ogendi
What is the legal status of gay people in Kenya?
There is no law in Kenya prohibiting one from being gay or requiring them to be heterosexual in
Kenya. As a matter of fact, all Kenyans, gays or otherwise, are entitled to registration of birth,
identification card, voters card and passport. These documents are issued on basis of Kenyan
citizenship and not sexuality or sexual orientation.
The issue of sexual orientation appears in the Penal Code and the Sexual Offences Act as offences
against public morality and indecent act respectively. The Penal Code does not directly talk about
“homosexuality” or “gay” but, it talks about “unnatural acts” which overtime has been interpreted
to also include homosexuality acts. Similarly, the Sexual Offences Act talks about “indecent act”
which also has been interpreted to include homosexuality acts.
Notice the difference, being a homosexual per se is not criminal. Homosexual acts are, however,
illegal in as far as the Penal Code and Sexual Offences Acts are concerned.

What does the Constitution say about gay persons in Kenya?
Being the supreme law, it is important to know what the Constitution says about homosexuality.
Perhaps, one of the most important principle and national value is “inclusiveness”. Loosely
interpreted, this could mean that gay persons in Kenya are part and parcel of the Kenyan society.
Secondly, the Bill of Rights protects everyone regardless of their sexual orientation. Because they
are not granted by the State, these rights cannot be taken away by the State either individually or
communally. Article 27 which discuss equality and non-discrimination provisions fail to outlaw
sexual orientation as a ground for non-discrimination. The Constitution provides where such a
situation is evident, the judiciary takes lead in developing the law through interpretation that
most favors the enforcement of a right or fundamental freedom.
The right to privacy is also very important since searching a person, home or property is
prohibited. In addition, this right is also non-derogable meaning it cannot be taken away
whatsoever.
There are provisions, however, which may be regarded as discriminatory to the gay persons
in Kenya. The provision on family provides that every adult has a right to marry a person of
the opposite sex based on free consent of the parties. By using the word opposite sex, the
Constitution emphasizes the right of heterosexuals to marry. The Constitution is, however, silent
on the right of gay persons to marry. As such, it is neither legal nor illegal to get married as a gay
person in Kenya. The question is, “under what regime of marriage, civil marriage?”
In conclusion, gay persons are not criminalized in Kenya. However, “unnatural” and “indecent”
acts are prohibited by the Penal Code and Sexual Offences Act. There is no defense of full
consent. However, it is hard to prove such cases since it will mean violating the constitutional
right to privacy. Under such circumstances, the law can be said to be impractical and should,
therefore, be repealed. In human rights terms, the law is discriminatory and without a clear
solution in the Constitution, the ball should be played in the judiciary where the correct position
of the law will be interpreted!
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STEP UP!!!!

This is a column by iRandy; he brings
us into the chambers of his soul as
he seeks to speak to other young gay
individuals about how to live and step
up who they are.
“The White light streams down to be broken down by
those human prisms into all the colors of the rainbow.”
(Charles R Brown)
The rain is about to come, I can smell it and the sky is dark and rowdy. Rushing
back to our house giggling and dancing, I pick my favorite pink umbrella and
rush out to do the ‘rain dance’ with the girls in the estate. At twelve years
old and with no idea who or what I am, I barely notice people looking at me,
staring, whispering and gasping. The other boys are busy playing football
and running after the girls. As for me, I hated the mud, the dirty ball and the
aggressive boys. I wanted to sit down and chat and drink tea. “It’s just a stage,
even Science says that boys are confused at this age,” I can hear my mum
saying it in her head... “Soon he would be on track just like the others.”I have
no idea what is going on but all I know is that I love me and am content. There
is only this one person who understands me for me, apart from my mum that
is… This girl Brenda, pretty and nice she is… She is so mature and loving, I think.
Or is she just plain simple and innocent? Only time will tell, but there a great
friendship is born.
So there I am...All sweaty, misplaced and confused…My mind, obviously
distracted by some other urge. Brenda, who apparently is to be my girlfriend,
is seemingly in the same state. So I put on my clothes and after a lame excuse,
I kiss her goodbye, leaving her cold, exposed and ravishing body craving for
my touch, my affection, my passion. Then she finally gets it, everyone else was
right. Her fears have been confirmed true! She screams after me as I run away
from her.
And days after, I spend time thinking, brainstorming, wondering, and in more
confusion...Trying to figure out this strange urge, this foreign feeling and
attraction towards masculinity, machoism and the male definition. So I start
enquiring, and ‘problem-solving’. Then it hits me straight to my face…Am
gay! So fucking gay. So I decide not to avoid it nor press it down…I decide to
embrace it, nurture it and be good at it! I decide to step up! Charles R Brown
best puts it how special we are: The White light streams down to be broken
down by those human prisms into all the colors of the rainbow. (Brown)
And I decide to take a journey, one upper step at a time; Step up my game,
my health, my lifestyle, my education, my career, my future, my life…And the
journey is for every gay man member..And the journey starts here!

STEP UP!!!!
Bibliography
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A

s an aging gay white male who didn’t come out
until I was in my mid-forties, the entire issue of
interracial dating intrigues me. I dated women
through college, my twenties and into my midthirties. Until I finally uttered the three fateful words to
myself: “I am gay.” Probably 80% of the women I dated in
those years were Black. And by the time I was in my late
twenties, I dated only Black women.
When I started dating men, I realized that I had moved
from Black women to Black men. In fact, I have dated
almost exclusively Black men since acknowledging my
homosexuality to myself.
While there may well be some sort of early childhood
psychological moment which led to this, I suspect not. The
plain and simple fact is that I have always been attracted
to people with dark skin. As long as I can remember, in
college, when I’d see three women — one Black, two
white — from a block away, my eye would gravitate to
the dark-skinned woman. Instinctively, before I ever knew
what she looked like.
I am attracted by dark ebony skin and African features. I
adore rich full lips and a wide dominant nose.
There is no fetish aspect to this (at least that I am aware),
nor is there anything to do with race play, white guilt, etc.
Again, at least that I am aware.
God knows, interracial dating (gay or heterosexual) is
fraught with complexities, a mine field of emotional
explosives.
And many of the Black men I’ve dated have challenged me
on my desire for the man of African descent. While they
might be proud to be admired and loved by another man,
there is a side which remains skeptical, which remains
suspicious, of a white man’s motives.
I fully understand this. And, sadly, it will be many, many
decades before slavery’s horrible and oh-so tragic legacy
has been consigned to history.
Dan
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We explore the universal signs used from
Lambda

Pride Flags

The ancient Greek Spartans believed the lambda meant unity, while
the Romans considered it, the light of knowledge shed into the
darkness of ignorance.

Pink Triangle

denoted a political prisoner. Two
yellow overlapping triangles
forming a Star of David denotes
Jewish prisoners. The Pink Triangle
was for homosexuals. A yellow Star
of David under a superimposed Pink
Triangle represented Gay Jewish
prisoners-- by the social hierarchy,
the lowest of all prisoners.

The Pink Triangle was used by
the Nazis to signify homosexuals.
Although, homosexuals were only
one of the groups targeted for
extermination, it is unfortunately,
the group that history often
excludes. The Pink Triangle defies
anyone to deny history.
In 1935 Hitler revised the German
Law, Paragraph 175, prohibiting
homosexuality, by including kissing,
embracing, and gay fantasies as
well as sexual acts. Convicted
offenders-- an estimated 25,000
from 1937 to 1939, were sent to
prison and later transferred to
concentration camps. They were
to be sterilized, most often by
castration. Hitler changed his policy
on homosexuality to include death
in 1942.
Concentration camp prisoners were
designated into groups by colored
inverted triangles. Which set up a
social hierarchy among prisoners.
A green triangle marked the wearer
as a regular criminal.; a red triangle
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When the war was finally over,
many homosexuals remained
prisoners in the camps until 1969
when Paragraph 175 was repealed
in West Germany.
The Pink Triangle was adopted
by many Gay rights groups in the
1970s. Because, it draws attention
to the oppression and persecution
-- then and now.
In the 80s, ACT-UP (Aids Coalition
To Unleash Power) started using
a Pink Triangle that pointed up, to
signify an active fight back , rather
than a passive resignation to fate.
Today , for many, the Pink Triangle
represents Pride and Solidarity...
Convicted offenders, an estimated
25,000.

The Victory Over AIDS flag uses the
Rainbow Flag with a black stripe
at the bottom to commemorate
those we have lost to AIDS.
Sergeant Leonard Matlovitch, a
decorated Vietnam veteran with
aids, suggested that when a cure for
AIDS is found all the black stripes be
removed and taken to Washington
D.C. and a ceremony be held where
the stripes be burned.

Craig Byrnes, Bear Manufacturing,
was designed with inclusivity
in mind and represents the
fur colors and nationalities of
bears throughout the world. It is
presented to the bear community
with love and gratitude.— Craig
Byrnes To learn more about the
history of this flag go to: Bear
Manufacturing *******Information
supplied by: Gary Turner Co-chair,
Worcester County Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual & Transgender Pride
Committee http://www.masspride.
net/worcesterpride
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centuries before to signify homosexuality.
THE INTERNATIONAL
BEAR BROTHERHOOD FLAG
(© 1995 VA 763-760)

The Bear Pride flag was first
displayed on June 18, 1995, at
Spags, a Seattle bear bar. What
is a Bear, you may ask? A Bear is
a man that has an abundance of
hair on their face, chest and body.
The colors of the flag represent
the Earth and the different bears
that live between the sky and the
ground. The Golden yellow paw
shaped sun Represents the spirit
and brotherhood of all bears. The
blue stripe represents the sky;
white for Polar bears; black for
black bears; brown for brown bears
and green for the Earth.

The Leather Pride flag represents
the leather community. It is
used by those into leather,
sado-masochism, bondage and
domination, uniforms, cowboys,
rubber, and other fetishes. It was
first displayed in Chicago at the
1989 Mr. Leather contest. Even
though it is common in the Gay
community, it is not a “Gay only”

symbol.

Red Ribbon

The Red Ribbon Project was
started in 1991 by Visual AIDS,
a charitable group of New York
art professionals. Visual AIDS
encourages many groups to
honor those lost to AIDS, to
create awareness of AIDS/HIV
transmission, to let people be
aware of the needs of Persons with
AIDS, and to call for more funding of
services and research.
The yellow ribbons that honored the
Americans in the Persian Gulf War
inspired the Red ribbons. The color
Red was chosen for it’s “ connection
to blood and the Idea of passionnot only for anger, but for love, like
a valentine,” as said by Frank Moore
of Visual AIDS.
The Red Ribbon made it’s first
public appearance at the 1991
Tony Awards, when it was worn by
host Jeremy Irons. Some activists
feel that the ribbon has become
simple lip service to AIDS causes;
on one particular incident Barbara
Bush wore one while sitting in the
audience . When she stood by the
President during his speech, her
ribbon was noticeably missing.
The sincerest hope of the Ribbon
Project is that it will no longer be
needed
35
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We explore the universal signs used from
Some Lesser
Known Symbols
Gender Symbols. The pointed
Mars symbol represents male
and the Venus symbol with the
cross represents females. Mars
symbolizes a warrior with an arrow
and Venus symbolizes a maiden
with a mirror.

of male standards of monogamy.
In the 1970’s, gay liberation
movements used the male and
female symbols superimposed
to represent the common goals
of lesbians and gay men. These
days the superimposed symbols
might also be used by the
heterosexual community to denote
the awareness of the differences
and diversity between men and

Lesbians, prostitutes, women
who refused to bear children and
women with other “anti-social”
behaviors.
The pink Triangle is historically a
male symbol,. The Black Triangle
was reclaimed by Lesbians and
women to represent Pride and
solidarity.

women.

Double interlocking male symbols
have been used by gay men since
the 1970’s. Double interlocking
female symbols have often been
used to indicate lesbianism. But
some feminist have used it to
represent the sisterhood of women.
These same feminists would use
3 interlocking female symbols to
personify lesbianism. Also, some
lesbian feminists of the ‘70’s would
use the 3 interlocking female
symbols to represent the rejection
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A transgendered person might
superimpose a male and female
symbol in such a way that the
arrow and the cross join on the
same ring.
Although Lesbians were not
included in the Paragraph 175,
Prohibition of Homosexuality,
the Black Triangle was used to
designate prisoners with “antisocial” behaviors.
The Nazi ideals of womanhood
focused on children, kitchen, and
church. The Black Triangle may
have been used to designate

Now onto the Rainbow flag. The
Rainbow plays a part in many
myths and stories related to
gender and sexuality in Greek,
Native American, African, and
other cultures.
In 1978, San Francisco artist,
Gilbert Baker, designed the
Rainbow Flag for the San
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centuries before to signify homosexuality.

Francisco Gay and Lesbian
Freedom Day Parade. Baker
and 30 volunteers hand-dyed
and hand stitched 2 prototype
flags for the parade. These first
flags had 8 stripes. Pink for sex,
red for life, orange for healing,
yellow for sun, green for nature,
turquoise for art, indigo for
harmony and violet for spirit.
For the 1979 Parade Baker
went to the San Francisco
Paramount Flag Co. to massproduce the Rainbow Flag. At
that time hot pink was not
available commercially. So pink
and turquoise were removed
and royal blue replaced indigo.
This six-color version became
the widely recognized symbol
for Gay Pride and diversity. It
is officially recognized by the
International Congress of Flag
Makers.
In 1994, a 30 foot wide by one
mile long Rainbow Flag was
carried by 10,000 people in New

York’s Stonewall 25 Parade.
Such things as Freedom Rings
were inspired by the Rainbow
Flag. There are many variations
of the flag; one with a blue
field of stars and versions with
superimposed Lambdas, Pink
Triangles, and other symbols.
Reference note: The above
information was gathered from
various resources on the net,
as well as from books. This
information was donated to
StoneWall Society by a now nonexistent website. In checking
with the original donating source,
there was no single source
available at the time. However, it
has come to our attention that
some of this material closely
matches material found in the
Rainbow Icon Archive which was
launched in the same year as the
site which made the donation
of information. The donator no
longer present on the web has
requested and sees no point

in listing them as a source as
this information came from
a long research project and
from multiple sources. In the
event that any portion of the
printed material did come from
Rainbow Icon Archive we list
their link here as a means of
mutual support and potential
acknowledgement.
http://www.enqueue.com/ria/
rainbowarchive.html

The images and symbols
themselves are open domain
and may be copied if you so
choose with out permission as
these are community symbols
and all copyright of the actual
symbols would really revert to
the artist which created the
individual symbols.
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Kuchu Savings

*Kuchu
Savings
Bank

by Solomon Wambua,

young, sassy, sultry and successful.

Most of you may ask why the title of a bank in relation to Kuchus
and I will give you some pointers on the use the word bank.
Bank as per Wikipedia is a financial institution that
serves as a financial intermediary and gives out financial
assistance.
But to me:
-A bank is a place or persons with which you have
a common interest in
-A bank is a savings initiative started for and by
Kuchus
-A bank is a “Chamas” where Kuchus can come
together for financial prosperity
-A bank is a bond of friendship within Kuchus
circles to help each other out in times of need.
Now to begin with; the title of this article was aimed at
raising curiosity as to the content; but the twist will be
that Kuchus need to come together to assist one another
in times of need.
It is often than not noted that Kuchus are susceptible to
being arrested by the city council askaris or the longer
arm of the law. With this in mind, let me pose a scenario;
Kuchu X is from a drinking spree and he gets arrested for
loitering or creating disturbance by the police and he is
taken into the police station. At that time, all his friends
are engaged in various activities like other are out of
town, others are out partying as well while others are at
home watching movies. Did I say it was 2:00 am in the
morning? How can Kuchu X be assisted?
Here are a few pointers that relate to the title of this
article…….
Kuchus can come together to fundraise for his bail and
but wait a minute, Kuchus have done that time and time
again and they are tired of always bailing people out who
have been arrested for soliciting, loitering, drunkenness,
disorderly or disturbance. But wait, we have an account
with Kuchu Savings Bank which can give out the amount
to bail Kuchu X….. [Yipeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!! Hooooray!!!!].
But how do I access the Kuchu bank account?
Simple……..
Kuchus can come together and form “Chamas” which
actually keep money for such emergencies and when

a person is arrested and the money is used, Kuchu X
can repay that with interest set by the Chama. Is that
workable???????? Try it as it calls for discipline, dialogue,
and friends to see you through.
Another bit is that Kuchus can form “Partner in
Emergencies Calling tree” where Kuchu X is arrested and
he has a phone number of a friend and call the friend
whom knows how to go about getting bail and then when
he gets out he refunds the bail money to the head of
the tree. That is the tree manager whom Kuchus have
come together and chosen to keep some money for such
an emergency be it in an account such as MPesa. Is it
achievable? It calls for trust and hard work for Kuchus to
form the “Partner in Emergencies calling tree” and it can
work.
The other option can be for Kuchus to come together and
form partnerships of friends and one knows that I have
given Kuchu Z an amount of money like KShs. 2,000.00
for an emergency case and it will be used during such a
time of need. Is this workable? With patience, trust and
foresight into the future, we can come together as friends
and assist one another.
Well, you may ask where will all this money kept aside
come from?
And I have a simple answer to that. For every beer, soda
or a keg mug that you drink in a week put an equivalent
amount of money aside. An example is if you take two [2]
sodas of KShs. 50.00 each per night and you go out twice
a week that would be KShs. 200.00. Hence you put aside
KShs. 200.00 in a mkebe account for KShs 20.00. Make it
a habit and do it for one, two, three or so months till you
have raised your emergency kitty and then you choose in
the best way to go as per the Kuchu Savings Bank options.
As Kuchus, we can start small, save a shilling today and
tomorrow it will be a few shillings, a few hundreds,
thousands and who knows, millions making self-reliance
a worthy term to use in the Kuchu community. Let start
getting ourselves out of the gutter and into the main road
of success and achievement as Kuchus.

Tutende Tujiweze.
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ACROSS:
DOWN:
1. The Grapes of Wrath
2. Walden
4. Paradise Lost
3. Swiss Family Robinson
6. The Call of the Wild
5. Anna Karenina
8. The War of the Worlds
6. To Kill a Mocking Bird

9. Dr. Zhivago
7. Robinson Crusoe

11.
The
Red
Badge
of
Courage
10. The Lord of the Rings

12. Invisible Man
13. David Copperfield
13. Crime and Punishment
14. The Catcher in the Rye
15. The Old Man and the Sea
15. Brave New World
17. The Three Musketeers
16. Ulysses
23. Gone With the Wind
17. The Complete Sherlock Holmes
24. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
18. Gulliver’s Travels
25. Frankenstein
19. The Good Earth
28. Jane Eyre
20. Don Quixote
29. 1984
21. The Scarlet Letter
30. Moby-Dick
22. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
31. Tragedy of Hamlet
26. Uncle Tom’s Cabin
33. The Picture of Dorian Gray
27. Lord of the Flies
34. Les Misérables
32. Pride and Prejudice
35. The Great Gatsby
36. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

6
2
2 1
3

1
6
2
3
5
4

4

5 1
6
3

5
4
1
6
2
3

3
2
5
4
1
6

4
1
3
2
6
5

2
3
6
5
4
1

6
5
4
1
3
2



1 5 3
Brain
6 teasers
4 2
2 1 5
3 6 4
5 2 1
4 3 6

4
1
3
2
6
5

2
3
6
5
4
1

What are the next two pairs of letters below?
SO, ND, JF, MA, ??, ??

6
5
4
1
3
2

What number is missing from the sequence below?
8 5 4 9 1 _ 6 10 3 2 0
Hint: Use lateral thinking to solve this.

Mark’s father is David. Then David is the ____ of Mark’s
father?
An airplane crashed into a field. Every single person in
the aircraft died. But two people survived. How come?
A man makes a claim that he can predict the exact
score of every football game, before it begins. And he’s
always right. How’s that possible?

The Answers
which is 0 – 0
5. He says the score of every game before it begins
4. They were married.
3. Son
2. 7 - The numbers are in alphabetical order
1. MJ, JA. They are the first letters of the months.
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